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We report the first direct measurement ofbb̄ rapidity correlations inpp̄ collisions atAs51.8 TeV. We
select events with a high transverse momentum muon accompanied by a jet, and a second jet associated with
a decay vertex displaced from thepp̄ interaction vertex. Two independent samples are obtained corresponding
to events with a forward (2.0,uhu,2.6) or central (uhu,0.6) muon. We measure the ratio of forward to
centralbb̄ production to be 0.36160.033(stat)20.031
10.015(syst), in good agreement with the next-to-leading order
QCD prediction 0.33820.097
10.014.
PACS number~s!: 13.87.Ce, 13.85.Qk
I. INTRODUCTION
The study ofbb̄ production in high energypp̄ collisions
has proven to be a valuable tool for the quantitative testing of
perturbative QCD. Theb-quark mass is considered large
enough (mb@LQCD) that the production cross section can be
expressed as a series expansion in the strong couplingas ,
while the large semileptonic branching fraction and long life-
time of b hadrons provide convenient experimental signa-
tures that serve to separatebb̄ production from the large
QCD backgrounds at a hadron collider. The majority of*Visitor.
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bottom-production measurements atpp̄ colliders have been
restricted to the central rapidity region:uybu,1.5 for the
UA1 measurements at CERN, anduybu,1.0 for the Collider
Detector at Fermilab~CDF! and DO” measurements at the
Tevatron @1#. Studies in the central region of both single-
inclusive transverse-momentum spectra@2–4# and of azi-
muthal correlations@5–7# have been reported. The compari-
son of data with next-to-leading-order~NLO! QCD
calculations@8–10# reveals a systematic pattern of deviations
in the overall production rate, with the shape of all tested
distributions agreeing satisfactorily with the theoretical ex-
pectations@11#. The excess in the measured production rates
over theoretical estimates has been ascribed to various
sources, including higher-order corrections and limited un-
derstanding of the nonperturbative part of the fragmentation
function. It was pointed out in recent studies by two separate
groups that modifying the heavy-quark fragmentation func-
tion @12#, or employing the variable-flavor-number perturba-
tive calculation@13# rather than the fixed-flavor scheme used
in Ref. @8,9#, not only influences the central production rate,
but can also lead to an increase in the relative forward/central
inclusive production rate. The study of forwardb-quark pro-
duction therefore adds important complementary information
to that provided by previous measurements of central pro-
duction.
The DO” Collaboration was the first to report a forwardb
production measurement at a hadron collider@14#. They
identified muons in the rapidity range 2.4,uyu,3.2 and de-
termined the fraction of muons fromb decay. The result
agrees with the shape of thepT spectrum predicted by NLO
QCD @10#, but again with an excess in the measured produc-
tion rates over theoretical estimates. Our present analysis
provides a measurement of the ratio of forward to centralbb̄
cross sections, using similar data samples and kinematic re-
quirements. Thus, we are able to eliminate or significantly
reduce many of the experimental systematic uncertainties.
The expected shape of thebb̄ rapidity correlation is de-
termined by the underlying QCD production mechanism and
the parton distribution functions~PDFs! of the proton. At
leading order in perturbative QCD,bb̄ pairs are produced
throughqq̄ annihilation and gluon fusion~Fig. 1!. The anni-
hilation process leads to a rapidity correlationds/dt
;(coshDy)22 at largeDy5yb2yb̄ , while the gluon fusion
process gives rise to a less-pronounced rapidity correlation
ds/dt;(coshDy)21 @15#. For either process, the partonic
cross section is suppressed as the rapidity difference in-
creases and it is expected that abb̄ pair will be found closely
separated in rapidity. In Fig. 2, we show representative Feyn-
man diagrams for the three general next-to-leading order
~NLO! bb̄ production processes:~a! direct, ~b! flavor excita-
tion, and~c! gluon splitting. The first two processes lead to a
broadening of theDy distribution while the gluon splitting
process leads to an enhancement forDy'0. For this analy-
sis, we require a minimum azimuthal opening angle between
the b and b̄ decay products that suppresses the contribution
from gluon splitting. The shape of the NLODy distribution
is therefore expected to be similar to the leading-order de-
pendence described above. This is in direct contrast to mea-
surements of the differential cross sectionds/d(Df), which
are directly sensitive to the relative contributions of the dif-
ferent NLO production processes due to the trivial leading
orderDf dependence.
In general, the center-of-mass of the scattering partons is
boosted in the laboratory frame, and consequently, the ob-
served rapidity correlation will depend on the PDFs of the
proton. In particular, production of high-momentumb had-
rons in the forward region is sensitive to the PDFs at large
momentum fractionx. Since the gluon fusion process domi-
nates thebb̄ production cross section at the Tevatron, the
shape of theb-quark rapidity distribution at largey is sensi-
tive to the shape of the gluon distributionG(x,Q2) at largex.
An accurate measurement of forwardb production could pro-
vide an important constraint on the gluon distribution at high
x, a region where direct experimental information is still
rather limited@16#.
In this paper we present the first direct measurement of
bb̄ rapidity correlations inpp̄ collisions atAs51.8 TeV.
Specifically, we measure the ratioR[s(2.0,uyb1u
,2.6)/s(uyb1u,0.6), given that the secondb quark is ob-
served in the central rapidity rangeuyb2u,1.5, and both
quarks have transverse momentumpT.25 GeV/c and are
separated by an azimuthal opening angleDf exceeding 60°.
We use the presence of a forward or central muon as the
initial signature ofb decay and identify the second quark as
FIG. 1. Lowest order Feynman diagrams forbb̄ production.
FIG. 2. Representative Feynman diagrams for the~a! direct, ~b!
flavor excitation, and~c! gluon splittingbb̄ production processes.
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a central recoil jet associated with a decay vertex~secondary
vertex! displaced from thepp̄ interaction vertex~primary
vertex!. The fraction of events due tobb̄ production is de-
termined by simultaneously fitting the muon momentum
relative to a nearby jet,pT
rel , and the transverse decay length
of the secondary vertex in the recoil jet. The data used for
this analysis correspond to 77 pb21 of pp̄ collisions col-
lected by CDF between January 1994 and July 1995~Run
1B!.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II describes the detector and trigger systems used to
identify muons, jets, and displaced vertices. Section III de-
scribes the selection criteria used to isolate a sample of
events consistent withbb̄ production, and Sec. IV describes
the efficiency and acceptance for detectingbb̄ events passing
the analysis cuts. In Sec. V, we describe the fitting procedure
used to determine thebb̄ purity in our data, and several
consistency checks on the fit results. The cross section ratio
is presented and analyzed in Sec. VI, and concluding re-
marks are given in Sec. VII.
II. DETECTOR
The CDF detector has been described in detail elsewhere
@17#. We use a cylindrical coordinate system (r ,f,z) with
the z axis aligned along the proton beam direction. Polar
angleu and azimuthal anglef are measured from thez and
x axes, respectively, and transverse quantities correspond to
projections in ther -f plane. For this analysis we use pseu-
dorapidity h[2 ln@tan(u/2)# for muon measurements and
detector pseudorapidityhD for jet measurements, where the
former is calculated with respect to the reconstructed primary
vertex and the latter is defined with respect toz50. For
consistency with the cross section definition, we usey for b
quarks generated inISAJET and let the Monte Carlo Program
relate the measuredh rates to the physicaly rates. In this
section we describe the tracking, muon, calorimeter, and trig-
ger subsystems used to identify muons, jets, and displaced
vertices fromb decay.
A. Tracking system
Charged particle trajectories are reconstructed using the
CDF central tracking system, which consists of three
complementary detectors immersed in a 1.4 T solenoidal
magnetic field aligned alongẑ. Closest to the beam, a silicon
microvertex detector~SVX! @18,19# provides precision spa-
tial resolution in the transverse plane. The device consists of
four concentric layers of silicon strip detectors grouped into
two modules extending 25.5 cm in each direction along the
beam line. The inner and outer detector layers are at radii of
2.9 and 7.9 cm, respectively. The impact parameter resolu-
tion is measured to be;(13140/pT) mm for isolated tracks,
wherepT is the transverse momentum in GeV/c.
Just outside the SVX, a set of vertex time projection
chambers~VTX ! measure charged particle trajectories in the
r -z plane to a radius of 22 cm and over the pseudorapidity
rangeuhu,3.25. During Run 1B,pp̄ collisions were distrib-
uted alongz according to a Gaussian distribution withz̄50,
andsz'30 cm. Information from the VTX is used to mea-
sure thez position of thepp̄ interaction vertex with an ac-
curacy of;1 mm.
The outermost tracking detector, the central tracking
chamber~CTC! @20#, provides full three-dimensional track
reconstruction to a radius of 132 cm. The CTC is a cylindri-
cal drift chamber consisting of 84 layers of sense wires
grouped into alternating axial and63° stereo superlayers.
Fast timing information from the CTC was used to identify
events containing a high-pT track early in the trigger process,
while tracks reconstructed offline were used for central-
muon momentum measurements, and as seeds for SVX pat-
tern recognition. The momentum resolution of the CDF
tracking system isdpT /pT5A(0.002pT)21(0.0066)2 for
CTC tracks, wherepT is in GeV/c. The resolution improves
to A(0.0009pT)21(0.0066)2 for tracks using both CTC and
SVX information.
B. Muon systems
The CDF muon systems used in this analysis are the cen-
tral muon ~CMU! @21#, central muon upgrade~CMP!, and
forward muon~FMU! @22# detectors. Located just outside the
5 absorption lengths~at normal incidence! of material com-
prising the central hadron calorimeter, the CMU consists of
four layers of drift chambers with sense wires aligned paral-
lel to the beam direction. The CMP is located behind an
additional 60 cm of steel absorber and consists of four more
layers of axially-aligned drift chambers. Requiring CMP hits
substantially reduces the background from hadrons escaping
the central calorimeter. CMU and CMP segments are defined
as sets of two or more hits in each detector, and a central-
muon candidate is identified by matching a CTC track with
both a CMU and CMP segment inf andz. Charge division
in the CMU is used to measure thez position of the muon
segment. The combined CMU-CMP system covers 53% of
the solid angle foruhu,0.6. Identified central-muon candi-
dates are referred to as CMUP muons.
The FMU is a forward/backward magnetic spectrometer
consisting of three planes of drift chambers sandwiching two
1 m-thick iron toroids. The detector planes~front, middle,
rear! are located atuzu'10,11.5,13 m and are divided into 24
chambers, each covering 15° inf and staggered inz to
allow for overlap at the edges. The chambers consist of two
planes of half-cell staggered drift cells separated by a copper
cathode plane, with each cell containing a sense wire strung
along a chord in azimuth. Cell size increases with increasing
r andz to provide a projective tower geometry for triggering.
The cathode plane is divided into 15 ‘‘pads,’’ each covering
5° in f and 3° inu, which provide thef position of recon-
structed FMU tracks. In addition, two planes of scintillator
with 5° azimuthal segmentation cover the front and rear de-
tector planes. A forward muon candidate consists of 6 drift-
cell hits projecting back to the interaction point, 3 cathode-
pad hits aligned inh andf, and 2 scintillator hits matching
the pad hits inf.
The FMU toroids are instrumented with four 28-turn cop-
per coils each carrying a current of 600 A, generating an
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azimuthal magnetic field varying from 1.96 T at the inner
radius (50 cm) to 1.58 T at the outer radius (380 cm).
Tracks are reconstructed from drift-cell hits using an iterative
fitting procedure which takes into account multiple Coulomb
scattering and energy loss in the toroids. The track momen-
tum is determined from the fitted curvature in the magnetic
field region, and the resolution isdpT /pT'15%. The FMU
system covers the full solid angle for the pseudorapidity
range 1.9,uhu,3.7.
C. Calorimeter systems and jet identification
The CDF calorimeter system@23# comprises central (uhu
,1.1), plug (1.1,uhu,2.4), and forward (2.4,uhu,4.2)
regions divided into electromagnetic~lead absorber! and
hadronic~iron absorber! compartments. Each calorimeter is
segmented inh andf to provide a projective tower geom-
etry. The central calorimeters use scintillator as the active
medium and have a tower size ofDh3Df50.1315°. The
plug and forward calorimeters use gas as the active medium
and have a tower size ofDh3Df50.135°.
Jets are identified as clusters of energy deposition in the
calorimeters using a fixed-cone clustering algorithm@24#.
We use a cone size ofR5ADh21Df250.7 for this analy-
sis. The total jet energy, defined as the scalar sum of mea-
sured energies in the towers assigned to the jet, is corrected
for detector effects~includinghD-dependent corrections! and
underlying event energy using the standard CDF corrections
@25#. The jet momentum vector is calculated assuming the
energy in each tower was deposited by a single massless
particle originating from the primary vertex. The direction of
this vector defines the jet axis that we use to calculatepT
rel for
the muons in this analysis. The approximate jet energy reso-
lution is (0.1pT11.0) GeV, wherepT is in GeV/c @26#.
D. Trigger system
The CDF trigger system@27# is divided into first and sec-
ond level hardware triggers and a third level software trigger
based on a version of the offline reconstruction package op-
timized for execution speed. This analysis uses data acquired
with the inclusive central muon and forward muon1 jet trig-
gers.
1. Central muon trigger
The level 1 high-pT central-muon trigger required match-
ing CMU and CMP segments corresponding to a nominalpT
threshold of 6 GeV/c. A coarsepT measurement is achieved
by exploiting the fact that low momentum tracks emerge
from the magnetic field at an angle with respect to the radial
direction, producing different arrival times on the radially-
aligned wires of the CMU detector. The level 2 trigger re-
quired a match within 5° inf between the CMU segment
and a two-dimensional (r -f) CTC track found by the central
fast tracker~CFT! @28#. The CFT is a dedicated hardware
track processor programmed to identify predetermined hit
patterns corresponding topT thresholds from 2.2 to
27 GeV/c. The matched CFT track was required to have
pT.7.5 GeV/c. This trigger had its rate reduced~prescaled!
by accepting a fraction of the events based on the instanta-
neous luminosity. The level 3 trigger performed full three-
dimensional tracking and required CMU and CMP segments
matched to a CTC track withpT.6 GeV/c. Approximately
7 million events were collected with the central muon trig-
ger.
2. Forward muon1 jet trigger
The FMU level 1 trigger employed pattern recognition
units to search for sets of drift-cell, pad, and scintillator hits
consistent with the expected signature of a high-pT muon
originating from the interaction point. Track candidates were
identified as sets of 6 drift-cell hits satisfying a tight trigger
road inh, while sets of 3 pad hits aligned within 5° inf and
3° in u were matched to front-rear scintillator pairs within
5° in f. The trigger required the presence of a track candi-
date and pad-scintillator match in the samef octant, and was
approximately 50% efficient at 7.5 GeV/c. The maximum
rate for this trigger was limited to 0.6 Hz during Run 1B.
No additional requirements were applied at level 2. At
level 3, the FMU track reconstruction code was executed,
and the trigger required at least one track withpT
.4 GeV/c. Although the FMU was instrumented touhu
53.7, large backgrounds near the Tevatron beam pipe re-
stricted the active trigger coverage to 1.9,uhu,2.7. Further
background suppression of sources not associated with the
pp̄ collision was accomplished by requiring the total number
of sense wire hits in the active region of the trigger octant to
be less than 31, corresponding to a maximum occupancy of
13%. Finally, real muon backgrounds from the decay of vec-
tor bosons and light mesons were suppressed relative to
heavy-quark decays by requiring at least one jet in the event
with uncorrected ET.20 GeV. Approximately 150,000
events were collected with the forward muon1 jet trigger.
III. EVENT SELECTION
The selection criteria applied in this analysis are designed
to detect both theb and b̄ by identifying the semileptonic
decay of oneb hadron to a muon and jet, and the inclusive
decay of the secondb hadron using a secondary-vertex tag-
ging algorithm. The muon and the jet containing it are col-
lectively referred to as them tag, while the jet tagged by the
secondary vertexing algorithm is referred to as the SVX tag.
Events are classified as forward or central depending on
whether the muon is FMU or CMUP, respectively. This sec-
tion describes the cuts used to define the forward and central
samples.
Beginning with the two muon-triggered data samples, a
three-dimensional primary vertex location was determined
event-by-event by combining the VTXz position, the aver-
age Tevatron beam line position, and SVX tracks, where
tracks with large impact parameters with respect to the fitted
vertex were removed by an iterative procedure. The resulting
vertex was required to haveuzu,30 cm to keep events in the
region of good SVX acceptance. Jets were then reclustered
with respect to this vertex and all FMU tracks were refit
using the new vertex as a constraint.
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A. µ tag requirements
Forward and central muon candidates are required to pass
their respective trigger criteria. Poorly measured forward
muons are rejected by requiring that the track-fit confidence
level exceed 1%. Central muons must satisfy tight segment-
track matching requirements. The position of the CTC track
extrapolated to the muon chambers must match within 3s in
f andA12s in z, wheres is the rms spread due to multiple
Coulomb scattering taking into account energy loss in the
calorimeters. The track is also required to point to the pri-
mary vertex within 5 cm inz. We require a minimum muon
pT of 6 GeV/c for both samples. Forward muons are re-
stricted to the pseudorapidity range 2.0,uhu,2.6 to match
the extent of the CMU coverage (uhu,0.6). In each event,
the highest-pT muon passing all of the above cuts is used.
The m jet is then identified as the jet with the minimum
separation inh-f space from the muon. This separation is
required to be ,0.7 and the m jet must satisfy ET
.15 GeV. Forward and centralm jets are restricted to the
regions 1.9,uhDu,2.7 anduhDu,0.7, respectively.
B. SVX tag requirements
The SVX tag is identified as a central jet (uhDu,1.5) with
correctedET.26 GeV and tagged by the CDF secondary-
vertexing algorithm@29#. The SVX-tag jet must be distinct
from the m jet defined above. The algorithm begins by as-
signing SVX tracks to the nearest jet within a cone of 0.7,
where track pairs consistent withKS or L decays are re-
moved from the list. The strategy is to make a first attempt at
finding a vertex using loose track cuts but requiring>3
tracks in the tag. The track quality cuts includepT
.0.5 GeV/c and impact parameter significanced0 /sd0
.2.5, whered0 is the distance between the track and pri-
mary vertex in the transverse plane at closest approach to the
vertex. In addition, the highestpT track must havepT
.2.0 GeV/c. If this attempt fails, tighter track cuts (pT
.1.0 GeV/c,d0 /sd0.3.0) are applied and a vertex with
>2 tracks is required. If a vertex is found, the signed trans-
verse decay lengthLxy is defined as the projection of the
two-dimensional vector from the primary to the secondary
vertex onto the jet axis in the transverse plane. We require
uLxyu/s>2.0, wheres is the total error onLxy , including the
contribution from the primary-vertex fit. The efficiency for
taggingb jets is determined from Monte Carlo to be 45%,
and is approximately equal in the forward and central
samples. There are 391 forward and 7737 central events con-
taining both am-jet candidate and SVX-tag candidate.
C. Opening angle requirement
There is one final cut applied to both samples. Once the
SVX tag is identified, we requireDf(tags).60°, whereDf
is the azimuthal opening angle between the SVX-tag jet axis
and the vector sum of the muon andm-jet momenta. The
motivation for this cut is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we show
the observedDf(tags) distributions in the forward and cen-
tral data samples, compared with the correspondingbb̄ Df
distributions from the NLO QCD calculation of Mangano,
Nason, and Ridolfi~MNR! @10#. The gluon splitting process
producesbb̄ pairs that are closely separated inh-f space,
leading to an enhancement in the cross section forD '0.
By definition, the forward-central topology requires a mini-
mum bb̄ opening angle and no such enhancement is ob-
served, either in the QCD prediction or in the data. For the
central-central topology, where theb andb̄ can occupy over-
lapping regions inh-f space, QCD predicts a significant
gluon splitting contribution. However, the event yield in the
central sample is observed to decrease forDf,60° due to
the requirement that theb and b̄ decay products are recon-
structed as separate jets. The presence of the gluon splitting
process in only the central sample leads to a model depen-
dence in the acceptance calculation that does not cancel in
the cross section ratio. By requiringDf(tags).60°, we ex-
plicitly remove the contribution from gluon splitting, which
allows us to ignore this process in the acceptance calculation.
Our measurement is therefore insensitive to gluon splitting
production. There are 382~7544! forward ~central! events
remaining after theDf cut.
IV. EFFICIENCY AND ACCEPTANCE
In this section we describe the efficiency and acceptance
for detecting forward and centralbb̄ events satisfying the
triggers and offline cuts applied in this analysis.
A. Forward muon efficiency
The efficiency of the 0.6 Hz rate limit on the FMU level 1
trigger was calculated to be 39.6% and is included in the
acceptance calculation. The remaining trigger requirements
are decomposed into kinematic and detector efficiencies. The
kinematic efficiency, included in the acceptance calculation,
is defined as the probability that a muon of a givenpT will
produce a set of 6 drift-cell hits satisfying the trigger pattern
for a detector with 100% detector efficiency. The detector
efficiency is defined as the product of drift cell, cathode pad,
scintillator, and trigger electronics efficiencies and is mea-
sured in a sample ofZ0→m1m2 decays, where the trigger
muon is CMUP and the second muon is FMU. Figure 4
shows the dimuon mass distribution for muon pairs with op-
posite charge. The fraction of same-charge events in the total
sample is 3.5%, indicating a correspondingly small fake
background in the opposite-charge sample. The combined
detector efficiency is 71.461.6%.
The level 3 occupancy cut required,31 drift-cell hits in
the trigger octant. The efficiency of this cut was measured in
a sample of FMU level 1 triggers rejected by the 0.6 Hz rate
limit, but subsequently accepted through an independent trig-
ger path. Figure 5 shows the efficiency as a function of in-
stantaneous luminosity. We perform a linear fit constraining
e(L50)51.0 and convolute the resulting functional form
with the luminosity distribution observed in events passing
the FMU level 1 trigger. The resulting efficiency is 88.5
60.460.5%, where the first uncertainty is statistical and the
second is due to uncertainty on the fitted slope.
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The efficiency of the level 3 jet requirement was mea-
sured in a sample of events passing the inclusive FMU trig-
ger and containing a jet with correctedET.26 GeV and
uhDu,1.5. The inclusive trigger required a muon passing the
same cuts as the FMU1 jet trigger, but with a higherpT
threshold (15 GeV/c). The efficiency, calculated as the frac-
tion of events in the sample that pass the FMU1 jet trigger,
was found to be 98.60.3%.
The efficiency of the confidence-level cut on the FMU
track fit was measured in the same CMUP-FMUZ0 sample
used to measure the level 1 detector efficiency. We find the
efficiency for requiring a confidence level exceeding 1% to
be 92.061.0%. This result is consistent with the efficiency
determined from a detailed Monte Carlo simulation of the
FMU detector as well as the efficiency measured directly in
the forward muon1 jet trigger sample.
B. Central muon efficiency
The level 1 CMU and CMP segment-finding efficiencies
were measured in a sample ofZ0→m1m2 events by com-
paring the number of muon segments with 3 drift chamber
hits to the number with 4 hits, from which the single hit
efficiency was derived. The combined efficiency for requir-
ing 2 or more hits in both the CMU and CMP detectors is
98.160.3%. The efficiency of offline matching requirements
between the CTC track and muon segments was measured in
a sample ofJ/c→m1m2 events to be 98.560.2%. The-
FIG. 3. The observed azi-
muthal opening angle between the
m tag and SVX tag in forward
~top left! and central~bottom left!
data events compared to the NLO
QCD Df(b1 ,b2) distribution for
the forward-central~top right! and
central-central~bottom right! to-
pologies.
FIG. 4. Invariant mass distribution for the opposite charge
FMU-CMU muon pairs used to measure the FMU detector effi-
ciency.
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segment-finding and track-matching efficiencies are com-
bined into a CMUP identification efficiency of 96.60.4%.
The central muon trigger efficiencies were measured in
independently triggered samples ofJ/c andZ0 events. The
level 3 plateau efficiency was measured to be 98.561.0%,
while the level 1 and level 2 triggers are parameterized as a
function of pT and included in the trigger simulation as part
of the acceptance calculation. The efficiency of the level 2
prescale was calculated to be 55.9% and is also included in
the central muon trigger simulation.
The track-finding efficiency in the CTC was studied by
embedding Monte Carlo tracks into realJ/c events@30,31#.
For pT.1 GeV/c the tracking efficiency is constant and
measured to be 96.260.9%, where the uncertainty is statis-
tical only.
C. Acceptance
The acceptance calculation includes the muon geometric
and kinematic cuts, trigger efficiency, jet identification, and
b-tagging requirements in one Monte Carlo program. The
acceptance is defined as the number of events satisfying all
cuts divided by the number of generated events satisfying the
cross section cuts~defined below!.
The Monte Carlo program usesISAJET @32# version 7.06
to generatebb̄ events with Martin-Roberts-Stirling Set A8
(MRSA8) @33# PDFs, Peterson fragmentation withe
50.006 @34,35#, and ab-quark mass of 4.75 GeV/c2. The
eventz-vertex position is chosen randomly from a Gaussian
distribution with z̄50 andsz529 cm. Since the efficiency
of the z-vertex cut cancels in the cross section ratio, events
are only generated in the rangeuzu,30 cm.ISAJET treats the
direct, flavor excitation, and gluon splitting production pro-
cesses as incoherent and any difference in acceptance will
lead to a dependence on the relative cross sections. Fortu-
nately, we find that the acceptance for the direct and flavor
excitation processes are equal within Monte Carlo statistics
and the gluon-splitting process is negligible after theDf
.60° requirement. The acceptance calculation is therefore
defined with respect to direct production only. We have con-
firmed that theISAJET pT andy distributions for theb and b̄
agree with the full NLO calculation.
The CLEO Monte Carlo program, QQ@36#, is used to
model theb-hadron decays. The full decay table is used to
include the effects of sequential decays (b→c→m). The
muon branching fraction, defined as the fraction of allbb̄
events that produce a muon from heavy-quark decay, cancels
in the cross section ratio. The branching fraction is therefore
removed from the acceptance calculation by redecaying
events until at least oneb quark produces a muon in its decay
chain.
Generated events are simulated using the full CDF simu-
lation package. The central muon trigger is simulated by ap-
plying the measured level 1 and level 2 trigger efficiency
parameterizations, including the effect of the prescale on the
7.5 GeV/c level 2 trigger. The forward muon level 1 trigger
is simulated by requiring that the drift-cell hits used in re-
constructing the track satisfy the trigger pattern. The FMU
detector simulation includes extra hits from delta rays and
muon bremsstrahlung distributed according to the results of a
detailed model of multiple scattering and energy loss in the
calorimeters and toroids. Events satisfying the trigger are
treated like real data, requiring both am tag and SVX tag
passing the offline cuts.
The acceptance is calculated separately for the forward
and central topologies using two independently generated
Monte Carlo samples. Forward events are generated with
both quarks havingpT.15 GeV/c, one quark in the rapidity
range 1.65,uyu,3.0, and the second quark withuyu,1.65.
Central events are generated with the samepT threshold and
a rapidity requirement ofuyu,1.65 for both quarks. These
cuts were designed to minimize any bias by extending into
the regions of zero acceptance. We use the kinematic rela-
tionship between them-tag candidate, the SVX-tag candi-
date, and thebb̄ quark spectra to obtain thebb̄ rapidity
correlation over apT range from a thresholdpT
min to infinity.
We usepT
min525 GeV/c, where the threshold was chosen so
that 90% of the events satisfying all cuts originate fromb
quarks with pT.pT
min . The acceptance for the forward
sample, including the efficiency (39.6%) of the level 1 rate
limit, is (7.7360.09)31023. The corresponding acceptance
for the central sample is (2.5460.06)31022. The uncer-
tainty in both cases is statistical only. The smaller acceptance
in the forward sample is due almost entirely to the lower
kinematic acceptance of the toroids relative to the central
detectors and the steeperds/dpT production spectrum in
forward bb̄ events.
The total efficiency for detecting a forward or central to-
pology combines the efficiency measurements and accep-
tance calculation described above. Tables I and II summarize
FIG. 5. Efficiency of the FMU level 3 occupancy cut as a func-
tion of instantaneous luminosity. Data points are plotted at the mean
of four luminosity bins: 1.0–7.2, 7.2–9.6, 9.6–12.4,12.4. Hori-
zontal error bars correspond to the variance in each bin. The solid
line is a linear fit to the data with the constrainte(L50)51.0.
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the results for the forward and central samples, respectively.
The relative efficiency~central/forward! is 5.2460.21.
V. FITTING PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
There are several physics processes besidesbb̄ production
that contribute to the data samples described in Sec. III.
These includecc̄ production, heavy-quark production in as-
sociation with a high-pT gluon or light-quark jet that fakes a
m tag or SVX tag, generic dijet events producing two fake
tags, and Z0→bb̄ decay. Four-heavy-quark production
(bb̄bb̄,bb̄cc̄,cc̄cc̄) has been calculated to leading order
@37# and is estimated to be negligible. We determine the
fraction of events in each sample consisting of two realb
tags by simultaneously fitting thepT of the muon relative to
them-jet direction, and the transverse proper decay length of
the SVX tag. The number ofbb̄ events due toZ0 decay is
then estimated using the CDF measured cross section and a
Monte Carlo acceptance calculation. The remainder of this
section describes the templates used in the fit, the fit results
andZ0 subtraction, and several consistency checks.
A. Templates
1. Pseudo-ct
The transverse proper decay length of the SVX-tag sec-
ondary vertex is estimated with the following equation,
pseudo-ct5Lxy
M
pT
, ~1!
where the massM andpT are calculated with the assumption
that the tracks used in the tag are pions, and ‘‘pseudo’’ refers
to the fact that we do not fully reconstruct theb hadron. In
Fig. 6, we show the pseudo-ct distributions used as tem-
plates for bottom, charm, and fake SVX tags, where ‘‘fake’’
tags are defined as tagged jets which do not contain a heavy
quark. The shape of theb quark distribution is obtained from
he Monte Carlo samples used in the acceptance calculation.
A similar Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate for-
ward and central samples ofcc̄ events passing the same re-
quirements as thebb̄ samples. The shapes of the bottom and
charm pseudo-ct distributions in the forward sample are
similar to the corresponding distributions in the central
sample.
The fake SVX-tag distribution is constructed in the fol-
lowing way. First, we note that fake tags from random track
combinations are due to track reconstruction errors, leading
to non-Gaussian tails in the SVX resolution function, and are
symmetric with respect toct50 @29#. Second, based on the
bottom and charm Monte Carlo distributions in Fig. 6, the
fraction of heavy-quark tags withLxy,0 is small (;1%).
We therefore assume that the negative tags in a sample of
inclusive jet events will be dominated by fake tags and de-
rive the fake SVX-tag pseudo-ct template by symmetrizing
the distribution of negative tags with respect toct50. The
jet sample was obtained from events collected with three
inclusive jet triggers with thresholds of 20, 50, and 100 GeV.
The resulting fake pseudo-ct template is displayed in the
bottom plot of Fig. 6. Although this procedure ignores some
sources of real secondary vertices from the decay of long-
lived particles, the tagging algorithm explicitly removes the
majority of KS andL decays, and the CDF track reconstruc-
tion algorithm removes tracks with a large kink that would
TABLE I. Summary of the total efficiency for the forward
sample. Errors are statistical only.
Cut Efficiency
Acceptance (7.7360.09)31023
Level 1 0.71460.016
Splash Cut 0.88560.004
L3 Jet Cut 0.986 0.003
C.L. (x2) 0.92060.010
Total forwarde (4.4360.12)31023
TABLE II. Summary of the total efficiency for the central
sample. Errors are statistical only.
Cut Efficiency
Acceptance (2.5460.06)31022
Muon ID 0.966 0.004
Level 3 0.98560.010
Tracking 0.96260.009
Total Centrale (2.3260.07)31022
FIG. 6. Pseudo-ct distributions for the SVX tag in bottom and
charm Monte Carlo samples, and for the symmetrized negative tags
in jet data. The jet data shape is used as the fake-tag background
template.
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arise fromp or K decays. Several checks on the pseudo-ct
fit results are presented in Sec. V C.
2. pT
rel
Due to the largeb-quark mass, muons fromb decay are,
on average, more energetic and have a larger opening angle
relative to the remaining decay products than do muons from
the decay of hadrons containing charm or lighter quarks.
This information is contained in the variablepT
rel , defined as
the muonpT relative to them-jet axis,
pT
rel5pm sina, ~2!
wherea is the angle between the muon andm-jet momentum
vectors andpm is the total muon momentum. When deter-
mining a, the muon momentum is not included in them-jet
momentum vector.
The default CDF calorimeter simulation does not accu-
rately reproduce event-by-event fluctuations in the position
of them-jet energy centroid relative to the muon direction. It
was therefore necessary to develop a smearing procedure in
order to obtain good agreement between data and Monte
Carlo pT
rel distributions. The procedure, a more detailed de-
scription of which is presented in Ref.@38#, consists of
smearing theh andf position of them-jet axis according to
a Gaussian distribution for some fraction of events. The
width of the Gaussian and fraction of events to smear are
then tuned to reproduce the observedDf and Dh distribu-
tions between them-jet axis determined from calorimeter vs.
tracking information. This choice of calibration variable is
motivated by the good agreement between data and default
Monte Carlo pT
rel distributions when them-jet axis is ob-
tained from CTC tracks. We apply the same smearing pro-
cedure to signal and background Monte Carlo samples in the
forward and central regions.
In Fig. 7, we compare thepT
rel distribution obtained from
the centralbb̄ smeared Monte Carlo sample to the subsample
of central data events where them jet is also tagged by the
secondary-vertexing algorithm~double-tagged sample!. The
b purity in this sample is.90% and the smeared Monte
Carlo sample reproduces the shape of thepT
rel distribution.
The shape of the smearedpT
rel distribution in the forward
sample is very similar to the central sample~Fig. 8!.
Figure 9 shows thepT
rel template distributions for muons
from charm and light-meson decays obtained with the same
smearing procedure applied to thebb̄ Monte Carlo events.
Muons fromp andK decay are modeled by generating gluon
and light-quark events inISAJET and decaying the produced
mesons according to their muon branching fractions and life-
times. Muons descended from mesons that decay before
showering in the calorimeter are simulated and subjected to
the same requirements placed on muons from heavy-quark
decay. Them tags from decay-in-flight muons are referred to
as ‘‘fake.’’ We find that thepT
rel resolution is insufficient to
separate fake muons from charm-decay muons. We therefore
use the charm distribution to represent both components in
the fit. The difference obtained by using the fake template is
quoted as a systematic uncertainty.
B. Fit results
With the possibility of having bottom~b!, charm~c!, and
fake~f! tags, there are 9 distinct combinations of SVX andm
tags. However, we do not consider four-heavy-quark produc-
FIG. 7. The bb̄ pT
rel distribution from smeared Monte Carlo
sample~hist! compared to the subset of central data events where
the m jet also contains ab tag ~points!.
FIG. 8. Comparison ofpT
rel distributions in central~solid! and
forward ~dash! smearedbb̄ Monte Carlo samples.
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tion ~which excludes the two components with one bottom
and one charm tag! andpT
rel does not distinguish charm and
fake m tags, so there are five distinct components in the fit.
We label these five componentsf bb , f cc , f b f , f f b , and f f c ,
where the first and second indices indicate the source of SVX
and m tags, respectively. The componentf cc includes the
background combination involving a charm SVX tag and
fake m tag, and f f c includes the background combination
with two fake tags. We perform a simultaneous binned maxi-
mum likelihood fit using pseudo-ct andpT
rel to determine the
relative contribution from these five processes, where thepT
rel
fit is separated into events with positive and negativeLxy .
With the assumption that the negative tags are predominantly
fake, this procedure enables the individual determination of
the two components with fake SVX tags (f f b and f f c!. The
only constraint in the fit is that all components must be posi-
tive. The fit results are listed in Table III. Thex2 per degree
of freedom is 1.1 and 1.4 for the forward and central fits,
respectively. Combining the fitted signal fractions with the
total number of events in each dataset, we determine that
311623 forward and 46556128 central events are due tobb̄
production where both quarks are correctly identified.
We show the pseudo-ct andpT
rel fit results for the forward
sample in Fig. 10 and for the central sample in Fig. 11. For
the pT
rel fits, the main plot shows the distribution in events
where the SVX tag has positiveLxy , while the inset shows
the events with a negativeLxy tag. Overall, the fit results are
very good. In particular, the fake SVX-tag template obtained
from jet data reproduces the shape of the negative pseudo-ct
distribution in both samples, and the smeared Monte Carlo
pT
rel templates provide a good fit on them-tag side.
The expected number ofbb̄ events due toZ0 decay is
estimated from theZ0→e1e2 cross section measured by
CDF @39#, the luminosity (77 pb21), the relative branching
fractions@40#, and a calculation of the acceptance for detect-
ing bb̄ events fromZ0 decay using the same Monte Carlo
simulation described in Sec. IV C. We determine that 4.1
60.7 forward, and 203633 centralbb̄ events are due toZ0
decay. These estimated event yields are subtracted from the
fitted number ofbb̄ events in each sample, resulting in a final
estimate of 307623 forward and 44526132 central bb̄
events.
C. Consistency checks
The assumption of a small fraction of negativeLxy tags in
bottom and charm events has been checked by comparing the
bb̄ Monte Carlo template to the distribution obtained from
the double-tagged central data, Fig. 12. The agreement is
very good, giving confidence that the fraction of negative
tags in a sample of heavy-quark decays is properly modeled
by the Monte Carlo simulation.
The assumed symmetry of the backgroundLxy distribu-
tion has been explicitly checked by combining tracks from
separate back-to-back jets and constraining them to originate
from a common vertex. The resulting pseudo-ct distribution
is symmetric with respect toct50 @29#. As an additional
check, in Fig. 13 we compare the fake SVX-tag template
derived from jet data with the distribution obtained from a
sample of generic Monte Carlo jets tagged by the secondary-
vertexing algorithm. The comparison shows some disagree-
ment nearct50. However, replacing the jet-data template
with the Monte Carlo template and refitting the data, we find
signal fractions of 0.806 0.059 and 0.61360.017 for the
forward and central data, respectively. These results are in
excellent agreement with the fits using the jet-data template.
As a final check on the pseudo-ct fit, we use the massM
of the secondary vertex in place ofct and refit the data. The
mass and pseudo-ct variables are largely uncorrelated and
represent independent estimators of theb purity of the SVX
tag. We use the same generic Monte Carlo sample described
above to obtain the shape of the fake SVX-tag mass distri-
bution. The bottom and charm templates come from the
same samples used to obtain the pseudo-ct templates. We
find that the fit cannot independently separate the charm and
fake components. We therefore fix the relative contribution
FIG. 9. Distributions ofpT
rel for forward muons from the decay
of charm~solid!, and light mesons~dashed! using smeared Monte
Carlo samples.
TABLE III. Fitted fractions for each source in the forward and
central fits. The first and second indices on the component symbols
refer to the source of the SVX tag andm tag, respectively. Fit errors
correspond to a change in the log likelihood of 0.5.
Component Forward Fit Central Fit
f bb 0.81560.060 0.61760.017
f cc 0.08360.051 0.14860.014
f b f 0.00020.000
10.059 0.06660.021
f f b 0.01720.017
10.047 0.07060.010
f f c 0.086620.046
10.035 0.09960.010
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of charm and fake SVX tags to the result obtained usingct.
With this constraint, the fittedbb̄ fractions are 0.767
60.051 and 0.616 0.017 for the forward and central fits,
respectively, which are consistent with the results using
pseudo-ct. The mass fits are displayed in Fig. 14.
BecausepT
rel cannot separate muons from charm and light-
quark decay, the charm template is used to represent both
components in the fits. This choice is somewhat arbitrary, so
as a check we substitute the decay-in-flight template and refit
the data. We findbb̄ fractions of 0.82260.056 and 0.658
60.015 in the forward and central samples, respectively. The
forward result is consistent with the fit using the charmpT
rel
template, but there is a systematic shift in the central sample.
The relative difference in the ratio ofbb̄ events from the
nominal fit is 25.4%, and we include this as a systematic
uncertainty on the cross section ratio.
Finally, as a check on the Monte Carlo smearing proce-
dure we refit the central data using a definition ofpT
rel based
on tracking, rather than calorimeter, information. The track
clustering algorithm is similar to the jet clustering algorithm
FIG. 10. Forward data fit result for pseudo-ct andpT
rel . The mainpT
rel plot shows the distribution for events withct.0, while the inset
shows the events withct,0.
FIG. 11. Central data fit result for pseudo-ct andpT
rel . The mainpT
rel plot shows the distribution for events withct.0, while the inset
shows the events withct,0.
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with tracks replacing calorimeter towers. Them jet is unam-
biguously selected as the jet containing the muon track, and
we calculatepT
rel after subtracting the muon momentum vec-
tor from the jet. The fit result using this definition ofpT
rel is
displayed in Fig. 15. Thebb̄ fraction is 0.64160.014, which
is 3.9% higher than the nominal fit. We combine the result-
ing 23.9% shift in the cross section ratio with the25.4%
systematic uncertainty due to using the decay-in-flightpT
rel
template, and assign a total systematic uncertainty of
26.7% on the measured cross section ratio due to uncer-
tainty in the fitted number ofbb̄ events.
VI. CROSS SECTION RATIO AND COMPARISON
WITH QCD
The measured cross section ratioRexpt is defined and cal-
culated with the following formula,
Rexpt5
s~pp̄→b1b2X;2.0,uyb1u,2.6!
s~pp̄→b1b2X;uyb1u,0.6!
5
Nbb
f
Nbb
c
ec
e f
, ~3!
where pT(b1), pT(b2).25 GeV/c, uyb2u,1.5, and
Df(b1 ,b2).60° for both cross sections,Nbb
f(c) are the num-
ber of background subtractedbb̄ events in the forward~cen-
tral! datasets, ande f(c) are the total efficiencies. Combining
the results of Secs. IV and V, we findRexpt50.36160.033,
where the error is statistical only.
A. Systematic uncertainties
The primary motivation for presenting the ratio of for-
ward and centralbb̄ production, rather than absolute cross
sections, is that many of the experimental uncertainties can-
cel, including the luminosity, the vertexuzu,30 cm require-
ment, the muon branching fraction, and the secondary-
vertexing algorithm b-tagging efficiency. The remaining
uncertainties are either reduced or are small to begin with. In
this section we describe the estimation of these uncertainties.
The uncertainty on the jet energy scale receives contribu-
tions from both the absolute and relative (hD-dependent!
corrections. The main sources of uncertainty on the absolute
ET scale are calorimeter response, fragmentation, and under-
lying event. The combined systematic uncertainty for these
effects is estimated to be 3.6% for corrected jetET
515 GeV, decreasing with increasingET . Fluctuating the
jet ET cuts 63.6% changes the event yield by210
19.2% and
27.3
17.8% in the forward and central samples, respectively. The
resulting shift inRexpt is23.2
11.4%. Uncertainty on the relative jet
energy correction arises from finite statistics in the dijet bal-
ancing analysis. Since the correction, and the uncertainty,
depends onhD , the effect of this uncertainty is determined
by fluctuating theET correction for all jets61s(stat) and
observing the change in event yield. We find the relative
change in the number of events to be20.5
11.5% in the forward
data, and60.6% in the central data. The resulting change in
Rexpt is 11.0%.
We use the value 0.00660.002 for the Peterson fragmen-
tation parameter. Fluctuatinge within this uncertainty
changes the acceptance by27.2
110% and 27.6
17.4% for the forward
and central samples, respectively. The net shift inRexpt is
22.7%. Recent experimental studies by the OPAL@41# and
ALEPH @42# Collaborations at the CERNe1e2 collider LEP
FIG. 12. Comparison between thebb̄ pseudo-ct template and
the distribution for SVX tags in the subset of central data events
where them jet also contains ab tag.
FIG. 13. The pseudo-ct distribution for Monte Carlo gluon and
light-quark jets~points! compared to the fake template obtained by
symmetrizing the negative pseudo-ct distribution in a sample of
inclusive jets~histogram!.
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favor a value ofe closer to 0.003, and a theoretical study
@43# using NLO evolution for the perturbative part of the
fragmentation function obtainede50.001560.0002 using
L55200 MeV. The lower values ofe are closely coupled to
the modeling of the mix ofB hadrons~i.e., theB** fraction!
and the amount of gluon radiation; the larger value is appro-
priate for use with a LO production model with noB**
component, such asISAJET. While studies ofb fragmentation
have been carried out in the central region at CDF@44#, we
have not studied the proper epsilon value to use at all rapidi-
ties. Nevertheless, in the absence of an experimental deter-
minator of e in the hadron-collider environment, we have
calculated the acceptance using the extreme limite→0, with
no modification to the LOISAJET b-quark spectrum. We find
individual shifts of178% and152% for the forward and
central acceptance, respectively. This results in a215%
shift in Rexpt, which can be taken as the maximum range of
uncertainty due to fragmentation effects.
The systematic uncertainty on the CTC tracking effi-
ciency takes into account variations with instantaneous lumi-
nosity and single-hit efficiency degradation in the inner su-
perlayers over the course of Run 1B. The combined
uncertainty from these effects is estimated to be63.3%.
The uncertainty on the CMUP acceptance calculation was
estimated by fluctuating the trigger efficiency parameters
within their statistical uncertainties. The resulting systematic
uncertainty is61.7%.
Finally, in Sec. IV A the uncertainty on the FMU level 3
occupancy cut was determined to be60.6% by fluctuating
the fitted slope within its uncertainty, and the consistency
checks in Sec. V C resulted in an estimated uncertainty of
26.7% onRexpt due to uncertainty on the fitted number of
bb̄ events. Table IV summarizes the various sources of sys-
tematic uncertainty onRexpt. Adding the individual uncer-
tainties in quadrature results in a total systematic uncertainty
of 28.7
14.1%. The final value for the measured cross section ratio
is Rexpt50.36160.033 (stat)20.031
10.015(syst).
B. Comparison with theory
We compare our result to the NLO QCD calculation of
Ref. @10# using MRSA8 PDFs, mb54.75 GeV/c
2, and
renormalization/factorization scalem05Amb21^pT2&, where
^pT
2&5 12 (pT,b
2 1pT,b̄
2 ). In calculating the theoretical result
Rtheor, the samepT and rapidity cuts used in the acceptance
calculation are applied. We findRtheor50.33820.097
10.014, in good
FIG. 14. Fit results for the forward~left! and central~right! data using the mass of the secondary vertex andpT
rel .
FIG. 15. Result of the central muon data fit using pseudo-ct and
track-basedpT
rel . Templates are from default Monte Carlo.
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agreement with the experimental result. The uncertainty was
estimated by changing the scale factor between 2m0 and
m0/2.
In Fig. 16, we compare the experimental measurement to
the predicted shape ofR5s(yb1)/s(uyb1u,0.6) as a func-
tion of yb1, integrated over rapidity bins of width 0.6 and
normalized to the central bin. To illustrate that theb-quark
rapidity distribution does not change significantly between
LO and NLO, the Born cross section is shown as a dashed
line in each bin. Due to the strong rapidity correlation be-
tween theb and b̄, the predictedds/dyb1 distribution falls
off rapidly once the triggerb is detected outside the rapidity
range occupied by the secondb (uyb2u,1.5). We find no
evidence for anomalous forwardB production allowed by
recent studies which modify the heavy quark fragmentation
function @12# or employ a variable flavor-number perturba-
tive calculation@13#.
As mentioned in Sec. I, the shape of the rapidity distribu-
tion at largey is sensitive to the gluon distribution in the
proton at largex. Assuming leading order (2→2) kinemat-
ics, the range ofx values probed by this measurement can be
estimated using the following equations,
x15
MT
As
@e1yb1e1yb̄# ~4!
x25
MT
As
@e2yb1e2yb̄# ~5!
whereMT5Amb21pT2, andAs is the center-of-mass energy
of the colliding hadrons. In Fig. 17, we plot the fraction of
proton momentum carried by the colliding partons inISAJET
forward-centralbb̄ events satisfying our cross section defi-
nition, where thex values were calculated using the gener-
atedb and b̄ rapidities. The initial-state parton traveling in
the direction of the forwardb quark has momentum in the
range 0.1,x,0.7, while the second parton has momentum
in the range 0.005,x,0.1. Thus, the measurement is sensi-
tive to G(x,Q2) in the region where it is not currently well
constrained (x.0.15).
In Fig. 18, we show the gluon-gluon luminosity
G(x1)G(x2) as a function ofyb for a representative set of
PDFs: MRSR2~dashed! @45#, CTEQ4HJ~dotted! @46#, and
MRS-Thorne~MRST! ~dot-dash! @47#, all normalized to the
MRSA8 gluon distribution. The approximate correspondence
between the momentum fraction of the high-x parton and the
TABLE IV. Summary of systematic uncertainties on the cross
section ratio. The total uncertainty is the quadrature sum of the
individual uncertainties.
Source Uncertainty (%)
JetEt scale~absolute! 23.2
11.4
JetEt scale~relative! 11.0
Fragmentation 22.7
CTC tracking efficiency 63.3
CMUP trigger efficiency 61.7
FMU level 3 occupancy cut 60.6
Fitting procedure 26.7
Total Uncertainty 28.7
14.1
FIG. 16. The normalized rapidity distribution of the triggerb
quark. Filled boxes are the theory prediction in each bin taking into
account variations in the scale, the dashed line is the LO result, and
the experimental measurement is indicated by the error bar.
FIG. 17. The fraction of hadron momentum carried by the col-
liding partons inISAJET forward-centralbb̄ production. The high-x
parton corresponds to Eq.~4! @~5!# whenyb is positive~negative!.
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rapidity of the forwardb quark is facilitated by settingyb̄
50 andQ540 GeV in Eqs.~4! and ~5!, where theQ value
is approximated by the meanpT of b quarks in our data as
determined byISAJET. To simulate the cross section ratio
measurement, all of the curves are normalized to unity at
yb50. The approximate region sampled by this measure-
ment is indicated by the arrows.
The comparison in Fig. 18 shows significant differences
between the various gluon parameterizations, which arise
from the different constraints used in the global fits. The
MRSR2 PDFs are an updated version of the MRSA8 ‘‘best
fit’’ parameterization, using more recent HERA data and a
value of as more consistent with the world average, and
there is little difference between the two gluon distributions.
In contrast, the CTEQ4HJ gluon distribution was specifically
designed to fit the high-ET jet data measured by CDF using
Run 1A ~1992–1993! data@48#. The result is a rapid rise at
high x, or equivalently, large rapidity. Since the total mo-
mentum carried by gluons is well constrained, the increase at
largex must be accompanied by a decrease at lower momen-
tum fraction, which happens to occur in the region sampled
by this measurement. The MRST parton set represents the
first systematic attempt to includekT smearing when fitting
prompt photon data as part of a global parton distribution
analysis. They obtain three different parametrizations corre-
sponding to a range of̂kT& from 0.0 to a maximum value
consistent with data. Since a larger^kT& is compensated by a
smaller gluon distribution, the three parameterizations are
referred to as MRST(g↑), MRST, and MRST(g↓). We
show in Fig. 18 the MRST gluon distribution, which is sig-
nificantly smaller than MRSA8 in the region dominated by
prompt photon data. The MRST(g↑) gluon distribution~not
shown! includes no kT smearing and is consistent with
MRSA8, while MRST(g↓) is approximately 60% lower than
MRSA8 at yb52.0. The CTEQ4M@46# gluon distribution
~not shown! is a best-fit parameterization similar to MRSA8
and MRSR2.
In Fig. 19, we compare the measured cross section ratio
with the NLO QCD predictions using the PDFs described
above. To better discern the differences between the various
theory curves, we present the results in the format data/
theory, where our data point and the theory curves are di-
vided by the result using MRSA8. The vertical error bars at
the end of each theory curve indicate the statistical uncer-
tainty from the Monte Carlo integration; we do not include
the variation with scale in this plot. The measurement error is
combined statistical and systematic.
As suggested by the comparison in Fig. 18, we find good
agreement between data and QCD using the MRSR2 PDFs,
while the CTEQ4HJ and MRST results are lower by approxi-
mately 1.5 and 2.0s, respectively, wheres is the total error
on the measurement. We note that taking an extreme value of
the Peterson fragmentation parameter,e50, for both central
and forward production, would decreaseRexpt by 15% ~Sec.
VI A !, and bring our result into agreement with the
CTEQ4HJ prediction and within 1s of the MRST result. It is
interesting that the differences between PDF sets, which are
compatible with all existing data on large-x gluons, are as
large as the uncertainty of our present measurement. This
suggests that with more statistics, the study of rapidity cor-
FIG. 18. Comparison of the gluon-gluon luminosity for
MRSR2, CTEQ4HJ, and MRST PDFs, relative to MRSA8, as a
function of uybu. Here we setyb̄50 andQ540 GeV. The curves
are divided by MRSA8 and normalized to unity atyb50. Arrows
indicate the approximate region covered by our measurement.
FIG. 19. Comparison of the ratioR5s(uyb1u)/s(uyb1u,0.6) be-
tween data and theory using MRSA8 parton distribution functions.
Theory curves for MRSR2, CTEQ4HJ, and MRST are divided by
MRSA8 and normalized to unity in the first bin. Theory error bars
are the statistical uncertainty from Monte Carlo integration, while
the data error is combined statistical and systematic.
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relations inbb̄ production will become an important input in
constraining the large-x gluon distributions. To this goal, an
extended reach in rapidity for the forwardb quark would
explore a region of the gluon luminosity where differences
between various PDF sets are more marked~see Fig. 18!.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the first direct measurement ofbb̄
rapidity correlations at a hadron collider. Using forward and
central high-pT muon triggers, two independent samples
were accumulated corresponding to events enriched in for-
ward and centralb decays, respectively. In each sample a
secondary vertexb-tagging algorithm was used to identify a
central recoil jet likely to contain a heavy quark. The fraction
of events in each sample due tobb̄ production was deter-
mined by simultaneously fittingpT
rel between the muon andm
jet, and the transverse decay length of theb-tagged jets.
We have measured the ratio of forward to centralbb̄ pro-
duction and findRexpt50.36160.03320.031
10.015, where the first
uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. This
result is in good agreement with the NLO QCD prediction
using MRSA8 PDFs, Rtheor50.33820.097
10.014. We find no evi-
dence of anomalous forwardB production, as allowed by
recent studies which modify the heavy quark fragmentation
function @12# or employ a variable flavor-number perturba-
tive calculation@13#. A comparison with the QCD result us-
ing MRSR2 also shows good agreement. The predictions us-
ing CTEQ4HJ and MRST disagree with our measurement at
the 1.5 and 2.0s level respectively; however, this level of
disagreement is comparable to the large (15%) estimated
uncertainty when taking the extreme value of the Peterson
fragmentation parameter,e50. Given the small number of
measurements directly sensitive to the gluon distribution at
high x, this result represents an important additional con-
straint that could reduce the range of possible gluon param-
etrizations once a better understanding of the fragmentation
process is achieved.
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